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NON SEQUITUR by Wiley

BLONDIE by Dean Young and John Marshall

HI & LOIS by Chance Browne

HAGAR THE HORRIBLE by Chris Browne

SNUFFY SMITH by Fred Lasswell
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ACROSS
1 Suspended

consciousness
5 Most unusual

11 Roll of money
14 Valhalla big cheese
15 Net defender
16 Recognition from

Eliz.
17 Two words to

Nanette
18 File menu option
19 Bridle part
20 Simple
22 Worthy of penance
24 Frigidity
26 Stores in a silo
27 Caries spotters
29 Mum
30 Work units
31 Periods of history
33 Switchback turns
34 Church book
36 Cry of appreciation
40 Campfire whopper
41 Select
45 Lubricating
47 “Flying” European?
49 Chicken cooked in a

pan
51 Walk about

aimlessly
52 Put into difficulties
54 Except if
55 Highlands

headwear
56 Camera settings

58 Garden dandy
59 Immediate point in

tennis

60 Cousin of a weasel
61 Air-freshener scent
62 Inc. in Islington
63 Tramples heavily
64 Nitch

DOWN
1 Confer a trust upon
2 5th-century

Germanic leader
3 Walking daintily
4 Applies oils
5 Female fairy-tale

monsters
6 Buck lover
7 Carvey or Andrews
8 Make merry
9 Neil and Carly

10 Even more
diminutive

11 Moves unsteadily
12 Chisholm Trail

terminus
13 Dislikes intensely
21 Honolulu garland
23 Suffers

25 Lose one’s way
28 Waldorf or Caesar
32 Walk pompously
34 Popes
35 Consigns
36 Brendan Behan’s

“__ Boy”
37 Mob violence

countermeasure
38 Experiencing a

sudden sense of
danger

39 Passport
endorsemant

41 Collins and Roth
42 Endanger
43 City between Roma

and Napoli
44 Israel’s parliament
46 Starter’s second

sentence
48 Is able to
50 Fashionably

nostalgic
53 Par for the course
57 Type of talk or rally
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DENNIS THE MENACE by Hank Ketcham

THE FAMILY CIRCUS by Bil Keane

BEETLE BAILEY by Mort Walker
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Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based
on a 9x9 grid with several given num-
bers. The object is to place the numbers
1 to 9 in the empty squares so that each
row, each column and each 3x3 box con-
tains the same number only once. The
difficulty level of the Conceptis Sudoku
increases from Monday to Sunday.

Yesterday’s Puzzle Solved

Conceptis Sudoku

Gut biome facts; sedentary health risks
Q: My wife says that when

I was growing up, Cheez Whiz
must have been considered a
vegetable in my house. That’s
true, but I’ve worked hard to
change my diet. Now I hear
that the way my parents ate
impacts my health. Is that
true? — Marvin S., Chicago

We are all what our recent
relatives ate, at least in part.
Researchers have discov-
ered how the gut biome gets
passed down from generation
to generation, affecting how
you process the nutrition in
food, regulate insulin and glu-
cose, store or use fat, fight off
immune challenges and more.
But you have the power to
change your biome, increase
its diversity and enhance
your health and the health of
future generations as well!

A big culprit in the destruc-
tion of healthy gut biomes
over the past few generations
has been the lack of fiber
in processed foods. In fact,
Stanford/Princeton/Harvard

scientists have sounded an
alarm about the mass extinc-
tion of good-for-you gut bacte-
ria because we are supplying
them with Big Macs instead
of MACS (microbiota-acces-
sible carbohydrates) that they
need to thrive.

So, how much fiber does
it take to restore a healthy
biome? One ounce of oat bran
delivers 12 grams of soluble
fiber; an ounce of wheat, corn
or rice bran delivers 12 grams
of insoluble fiber. A cup of
beans provides 12 to 19 grams
of fiber! Add 5-9 servings of
fresh fruit and veggies daily,
and you’ll come close!

Q: I work in a claims
office and am sitting
for up to seven hours a
day. I hear that nothing
I do with exercise will
counter the damage I’m
doing to my body. What
am I supposed to do?
— Ingrid S., Patchogue,
New York

There’s a lot you
can do to counter the

effects of sitting for hours a
day. But you’re right, there
are health risks involved in
sitting a lot, day after day. It
increases your risk for obe-
sity, cancer, diabetes, depres-
sion and a cluster of lifestyle-
induced problems, from heart
attack to headaches. And sev-
eral studies have said hitting
the gym after work doesn’t
undo the damage.

Thank heavens there’s a
however: Making sure you
break up your sit-down time
can really help. Just stand-
ing up every 30-60 minutes,
walking around, doing some

in-place stretches and taking
a couple of flights of stairs
awakens your muscles, alters
your glucose level, helps lower
your waist size and your tri-
glycerides. And now a recent
British study makes it clear
that regular exercise actually
does help counteract damage
from excess sitting and boosts
your health big time.

The researchers tracked
folks who met the recom-
mended guidelines for physi-
cal activity and had lots of sit
time, as well as those who had
other combos of sedentary
and active behavior. Turns
out if you’re physically active,
even if you also sit down a
lot, compared with folks who
sit a lot and get very little
physical activity you’ll have a
smaller waist circumference
and lower total cholesterol,
BMI and A1C.

So make sure you move
around as much as possible
during the day and take that
after-work walk or hit the
gym, ride a bike, swim.

DOCTORS OZ AND ROIZEN

Chess used to have a timeless
quality. There were dogmatic
rules that seemed to apply for-
ever.

During the 19th century the
game become more dynamic
with the emergence of a creative
force personified by Mikhail
Chigorin.

Nothing was sacred for
Chigorin whose games over-
flowed with new ideas.

Inspired by the play of
Chigorin and Mikhail Botvinnik
his foremost protege, Soviet
chess emerged — captivating,
among others, Bobby Fischer.

As Botvinnik later observed,
Fischer — who absorbed
Russian chess materials with a
remarkable passion and relish
— was essentially a player of the
Soviet School.

What caused this remarkable
upsurge in the game?

The time of Chigorin was a
time of war and revolution.

His chess as did his succes-
sors reflected those dynamics.

The dynamics were nowhere
fiercer then in Leningrad which
was horrifically assailed by the
Nazi assault. The Hero City lost
50 percent of its population.

Rising from the rubble of
LeningradwereBotvinnik,Boris
Spassky and Viktor Korchnoi,
three of the most resilient play-
ers of the century.

Botvinnik and Spassky
became world champions,
Korchnoi missed the title by a
single game.

Below is a win by Vladimir
Kramnik against Pavel Eljanov
from the Norway Blitz tourna-

ment in Stavanger, Norway.
Kramnik Eljanov
1. d4 Nf6
2. Nf3 e6
3. e3 b6
4. Bd3 Bb7
5. O-O c5
6. c4 Be7
7. Nc3 cxd4
8. exd4 d6
9. d5 e5
10. Re1 O-O
11. Rb1 N(b)d7
12. b4 Ne8
13. Bc2 Rc8
14. Qe2 Ba6
15. Nd2 Bg5
16. Bb3 f5
17. Nf3 Bxc1
18. R(b)xc1 Kh8
19. a4 Qe7
20. Nd4 Bb7
21. N(c)b5 Ra8
22. Ne6 Rf6
23. f4 Rg6
24. fxe5 dxe5
25. c5 bxc5
26. bxc5 Ba6
27. Qf2 Black resigns
SOLUTION TO

BEGINNER’S CORNER: 1. ...
Qe7! (threatens both ... Qxd8 and
... Qxe3).

Chess
by Shelby Lyman
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